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Abstract:
This paper form part of my research project concerning the history of Jewish Studies in post-1945 Germany; the particular focus of this presentation lies on ‘Jewish anthropology’, and the anthropological and ethnographic writing on Jews – at times by Jews – on location, which bears witness to post-genocidal structures. I will argue that academic research that concerns ‘things Jewish’ needs to be seen within its socio-historical, societal, and academic context to understand structures, processes and framings of allopoltics, that is the political economy of othering. A mere focus on ‘Jews’ would betray the complexities that connect Jews and others in Germany, and it would do the analysis of Jewish anthropology, the anthropology of Jews, or by Jews, in Germany a disservice. By that token, I will venture into the context of the economy of academic work and economies of knowledge creating industries, and the embeddedness of the academy within German society, as the situation I am depicting needs to be understood in a holistic context.
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